Abstract
Introduction
One of the major issues in information retrieval (IR) systems from 1990s was the shear growth in volume of data, as seen by the growth of the web [1, 2] . This growth in data also raises challenges like duplicate data detection both from the users' perspective and IR systems. As an example, a web search system for the user's search query "apache", a popular open source web server, may return hundreds of thousands of results containing the term "apache", where thousands are the exact same documents or default pages [2] . This redundancy in results does not help users to find the desired information through tens of result pages looking for new/different results. Additionally, these redundant pages slow down indexing time, web crawlers and increase searching time [2] .
For thousands of years people have realized the importance of archiving and finding information. With the advent of computers, it became possible to store large amounts of information; and finding useful information from such collections became a necessity [3] . The field of IR was born in the 1950s out of this necessity [3] . Over the last forty years, the field has matured considerably [3] . Several IR systems are used on an everyday basis by a wide variety of users.
Early IR systems were Boolean systems which allowed users to specify their information need using a complex combination of Boolean ANDs, ORs and NOTs [4] . Boolean systems have several shortcomings, such as there is no inherent notion of document ranking, and it is very hard for a user to form a good search query [4] . Relevance ranking is not critical in Boolean systems and documents are usually retrieved ordered by date or some other features but rather by relevance [4] IR systems rank documents by estimation of usefulness of them for a user's query. Most of IR systems assign a numeric score to every document and rank documents by this score. Several models have been proposed for this process. The three most used models in IR research are the 1) vector space model, 2) the probabilistic models, and 3) the inference network model [5] .
One of the common problems in IR in web environment is that most searches return many repeated documents [6] . All existing search engines are not always ideal and old techniques of IR such as Boolean retrieval method could not resolve the corresponding problems [7, 8] . Finding desired data on the Web in a timely and cost-effective way is a problem of wide interest [9] . Measuring the text similarity of documents is a research topic from 1970s [10] . Text similarity techniques target retrieving similar documents include retrieving terms that exactly match with search term. Due to increasing amount of information every day, identifying near-redundant information is a key challenging issue in IR systems. In addition, finding similar documents can employ to resolve various problems like to rank related documents, and to classify documents.
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One of the main challenges in IR systems is variations in word forms. In most cases, morphological variants of words have similar semantic interpretations and can be considered as equivalent for the purpose of IR applications. Referring this challenge, stemming process is used to reduce inflected (or sometimes derived) words to their stem, base or root form. Thus, the key terms of a query or document are represented by stems rather than by the original words.
One kind of stemming that concerned about removing affixes from word in order to generate its root word is called affix-stripping [11] . In this paper, we focused on optimize detecting similar Persian documents by stripping affixes from words and so return more relevant results. Due to this purpose, we study Persian affix combination rules and design a Persian affix-stripper and then we investigate the results empirically. Evaluation results indicate improvement in recall of detecting similar documents after eliminating affixes from Persian documents compared to pure and unprocessed documents.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes some related works. Affixes review and are related challenges are presented in section 3. Section 4 presents our approach. Finally conclusion and some future works are described in section 5.
Related Work
Traditional IR systems that extensively used in digital library systems have some shortcomings. Reasons of these shortcomings are due to two basic problems. First, IR systems cannot understand concepts of user query terms and second, the system cannot understand the content of document. In fact each keyword in a document and in a user query may have several meanings. Therefore, just measuring the surface similarity of a document and cannot produce the best result with user's query. For identifying similar documents many techniques was developed. Some of these extensions are based on using semantic properties of terms like relationships between them. A very common approach to find related terms is using thesauri. A thesaurus represents the knowledge of a domain with a collection of terms and a limited set of relations between them. Other methods are word-based methods that focus on the co-occurrence of the terms in the texts. Most well-known of them is vector space model (VSM). In this case, the document is represented as a vector of words and the frequency of each word in each document is calculated. If words are chosen as terms, then every word in the vocabulary becomes an independent dimension in a very high dimensional vector space [4, 12, 13] . The similarity between two documents is determined by a similarity measure such as cosine similarity [4, 13] between their corresponding vectors (since cosine has the nice property that it is 1.0 for identical vectors and 0.0 for orthogonal vectors). The major disadvantage of this method is the large space vector and the lack of considering relationship and order between terms. This method fails to deal with synonymy and polysemy leading to inaccurate results. It is computationally inefficient due to the sparse sentence vector. The other drawback is that texts with similar meaning do not necessarily share many words [5, 12] .
Another important word-based method is Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI) [14] that focuses on the cooccurrence of the term, but it is inefficient both in time and accuracy, because of the lack of considering other relations between terms [12, 14] . This results in creating relations between terms which are not real. It also does not take into account the order of the words [12, 14] .
W-shingling [15, 16] is another method of document similarity. A w-shingling is a set of unique "shingles" (contiguous subsequences of tokens in a document) that can be used to gauge the similarity of two documents; the w denotes the number of tokens in each shingle in the set. For a given shingle size, the degree to which two documents A and B resemble each other can be expressed as the ratio of the magnitudes of their shingling intersection and union as shown in Equation 1 [15] .
Due to complexity of Persian language compared to other languages like English, implementation of a Persian IR system requires particular attentions. Unfortunately, little efforts have been focused on this problem [17] . One of the major document similarity approaches, which is focused on Persian, is Zamanifar et al. [12] method (hereinafter we refer to it as "co-occurrence"). This method has three main steps: 1) topic identification, 2) topic interpretation, and 3) similarity measurement. Topic identification includes text segmentation, removing trivial, redundant information and stemming. The main part of the method is topic interpretation. Topic interpretation consists of finding and ranking important words. At the final stage, the degree of similarity between sentences is calculated based on similarity measure. This method is built on lexical chain of important words and based on term co-occurrence property of the text. It prevents the irrelevant documents to be identified similar due to polysemy property of the words. It also considers the 
Affixes Role in the Persian Language
Persian script provides unique hardships in the electronic domain that has deleterious effects on the quality of content search [24] . Thus, new arrangements must be envisioned to transform the Persian language, from a language of poetry and mysticism to a one more suitable to the electronic domain of scientific exchange [24] .
In recent decades, most variation about Persian spelling method was over separate or continuous writing of compound words [24] . Persian language has a complicated and uncertain morphology in compound word construction and verb stemming [25] . In Persian, in addition to white space between words, there is another intra-word distance between letters of word that known as pseudo-space. For example « ‫آ‬ ‫ب‬ ‫سرد‬ ‫کن‬ » is a complete, correct and meaningful sentence means "Cool the water" but « ‫آب‬ ‫سرد‬ ‫کن‬ » is a word and it means "water cooler". Wrong used of space and pseudo-space instead of each other is widely common even from educated Persians, which may change the meaning of word or sentence.
Some other computationally challenges of Persian language that may cause inconsistent IR results are as follow [24, 25, 26, 27] :
-Combination of affixes with word. Close fitting, non close fitting or fitting with pseudo-space of affixes with words is a challenging issue in Persian.
-Intra-affix fitting challenges. In Persian affixes can combine to each other too. For instance, there are more than 2600 valid combinations of just inflectional suffixes.
-Complex morphophonology of affixes. In some cases affixes and especially suffixes may change regarding base word. This morphophonetic rules also affect the affixes inta-combination. These rules need phonetic attribute of words and so are hard to computationally implement.
-Multiple correct spelling. In Persian some words have different correct spelling. As an example, words « ‫اتاق‬ » and « ‫اطاق‬ » are spelled correct, pronounce the same, and equally mean "room".
-Multiple same characters. In Unicode character encoding, some letters like « ‫ک‬ » , « ‫ی‬ » , and pseudospace denoted by more than one characters so users with different keyboard layout may use different characters for one letter which leads to inconsistency in IR.
In other words, a user might use a particular keyword in searching on the web, but the computationally particular keyword has not used in the document but according to the mentioned cases, document may have that keyword in different forms.
Affixes are letters that usually not used independently but sometimes can be used in combination with other words, while making new words, new meanings to join them. This affixes are divided into three categories: 1) prefix, which are added to the beginning of the words; 2) infix, which are located between two words, and 3) suffix or rhyme, which are added to the end of words.
Persian language is subset of Indo-European languages in which affixes importance and effectiveness on words and meanings are high. Persian language is rich of affixes. In Persian, total number of words can be decreased into a few words that considered as stem, and the rest of the words are derivation this stems. In other words, each word contains a stem that encompasses the idea and original meaning of the word. Deriving a word of the principal stem causes that the main concept of that word takes a better shape, or expresses a syntax role in a sentence.
In Persian language derivation and manufacturing words operations will be done with the combination of stem words along with prefixes and suffixes. The aim of stripping is removing incorporation and finds the main essence of words. Nevertheless, in reality, sometimes affixes may change meanings so eliminating them cause the loss of original meaning. So removing the affixes faces the confusions [24] .
Persian affixes can drop into 1) inflectional (declensional), and 2) derivational affixes. Persian declensional affixes inflect nouns, adjectives, adverbs, determiners, and pronouns but derivational affixes makes new words usually with different meaning from Optimizing Document Similarity Detection in Persian Information Retrieval Omid Kashefi, Nina Mohseni, Behrouz Minaei base word. So eliminating derivational affixes may cause to change the meaning of word. Persian declensional affixes also have many combinations (more than 2600) with many morphological exceptions and detecting these different forms is one of the most challenging parts of Persian affix-stripping. Web searches, parameters that make a search result favorable for a user, are as follows [24] : -Precision. This performance measure is the percent of retrieved documents that are relevant to the search.
-Recall. The purpose of recall results is showing that all found web pages are based on desired users' keywords. In other words no desirable pages should be eliminated.
But recall and precision of results may vary, based on the language used in writing the content of pages. Especially, in languages such as Persian, which has many handwriting challenges [25] , inappropriate results are more probable.
Our Proposed Method
In this paper, we emphasis on affix removal trying to improve the detection of similar documents and so return more relevant user desired results. We compare similarity measure of four major document similarity methods before and after eliminating affixes of words: 1) LSI, 2) VSM, 3) Shingling and 4) Co-occurrence.
As mentioned before, affixes may cause the ambiguity in words meaning and recognizing the correct stem. Through an exhaustive survey on Persian affixes and their different compositions, we have extracted about 300 common inflectional affixes. After finding affixes with our affix-stripping algorithms, which shown in Figure 1 , all existing declensional affixes are removed from texts and again similarity measure calculated using mentioned methods. To evaluate our proposed affix-stripper, 10 pair similar documents are evaluated by an expert user who has manually eliminated the affixes from the texts, and the results are compared by affix stripping method. Numbers of eliminated affixes from the texts by expert and affix stripping method are shown in Table 1 . 
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As there is not a notable declensional affix-stripper for Persian, we cannot compare our results but following shows amount of the precision and recall score of our approach. After eliminating affixes from the texts, we evaluate our optimization claim by recalculating similarity amount of corresponding texts by LSI, VSM, Shingling and Co-occurrence similarity measures. Our experiments show that similarity results after eliminating affixes from the texts are improved. We use over 50 pair of human revised similar documents in sport, politics, and scientific news. Table 2 compares the average results of four methods before and after deletion of affixes on 50 pair similar document, note that results of Table 2 are normalized similarity score, while 0 means not similar and 1 means exactly the same. In shingling method, since test documents are similar only in terms of concepts not in terms of writing and spelling, the similarity coefficient is very low. So, the effect of affixes elimination on this method shows less improvement. The similarity percent in non-similar documents increased because of word-based similarity detection method challenges. After elimination affixes from word more percents of word would become similar. For example, two texts contain a lot of non-similar words but they may include many « ‫آن‬ » , a determiner which means "that" and « ‫آن‬ ‫ها‬ » , where « ‫ها‬ » is a plural affix, and means "those". So after affixes elimination these two words became the same and the similarity percent increased.

We also evaluate precision and recall of detecting similar documents in a set of similar and non-similar documents together. We use a set of 25 pair of similar document, where only one pair of them are similar and another 600 (24 × 25) possible pairs are (may) not be similar. Table 4 , shows the recall of detecting similar document and effects of our approach. Table 5 , reflects the effects of our approach on precision of detecting similar document. 
Co-occurrence
As it is shown in Table 4 , the recall in all document similarity methods after use of our proposed method is considerably improved. This also means that more similar documents are considered and retrieved.
Conclusion Remarks
In this paper we presented an approach for removing affixes and so their effects on detecting similar documents for Persian. We considered four major document similarity approaches (VSM, Shingling, LSI, and Co-occurrence) as our evaluation metrics. Our experiment results shown that eliminating affixes from texts improves detecting and retrieving similar documents. We demonstrated that the recall of detecting similar documents is considerably improved in all of four similarity detection methods. The accuracy of proposed affix-stripper was validated by the precision and the recall score. It was shown that the recall of detecting affixes was very close to human's result and the error rate of our method was very low.
